UNUSUAL INCIDENTS HERE AND ABROAD CAUGHT BY CAMERA

REMARKABLE PHOTOGRAPH OF A LIGHTNING FLASH TAKEN AT MIDNIGHT ON THE ISLAND OF CEYLON. (Photo by Underwood & Underwood.)

Max, Inmate of the West Croft Farm, a Home for Aged Horses at CricKlewood, England, Is Provided with a Bell Which He Rings Vigorously When He Gets Hungry. (Photos by Brown Bros.)

UNITED STATES BATTLESHIP DELAWARE ENCOMPASSED BY MOUNTAINOUS SEAS DURING A RECENT STORM. (Photograph by G. V. Buck, from Underwood & Underwood.)

UNUSUAL PHOTOGRAPH OF HARE AND HOUNDS IN A SIGHT RACE, TAKEN AT THE OPENING OF THE ENGLISH COURSING SEASON AT EVERLEIGH, WILTS. (Photo by Underwood & Underwood.)

GEORGE LOW, A BALTSURGOL GOLF CLUB PROFESSIONAL, MAKING A BUNKER SHOT AT NIGHT. The Photograph Was Taken In One-Two Thousandths of a Second by Means of Three Flashes Simultaneously Fired. (Photo by William Nesbit.)

QUEEN ALEXANDRA, Who Recently Celebrated Her Seventieth Birthday, Saluted by Little Inmates of St. William's Home for Cripples at Alton, England. (Photo by P.C. Ross, from Underwood & Underwood.)

Queen Alexandra, Who Recently Celebrated Her Seventieth Birthday, Saluted by Little Inmates of St. William's Home for Cripples at Alton, England. (Photo by P.C. Ross, from Underwood & Underwood.)